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Abstract. The article presents a reference architecture that will be 

applied by each assistant in the Virtual Educational Space and two 

assistants – LISSA and BLISS based on the reference architecture. 

 

 

1. Introduction 
 

With the development of technology and the easier 

access to information nowadays, we witness the appearance 

of a new group of people, who crave knowledge and 

constant access to a new information and notions. This 

group of people is growing rapidly, so the need for 

permanent access to information has become a set standard. 

To satisfy the occurring requirements for knowledge, the 

concentrated development of intelligent assistants in 

everyday life has begun. These assistants aim to grant the 

user with more comfortable access to information or service.  

Such development led to the elaboration and 

integration of a system, which is going to assist education in 

schools and universities. Two major types of systems were 

defined, and they are widely used up even today. Learning 

Management System, which allows electronic education in 

the form of different courses, as well as following the 

progress of the student, but does not support the creation of 

original content. Also, the second type – Learning Content 

Management Systems, which supports the creation and 

access to original content by using centralized storage. 

Researching the matter further, in the Plovdiv 

University were defined a third type – Distributed eLearning 

Center (DeLC) [16, 17], which allows decentralization of 

the content. Considering how the functionalities of DeLC 

are growing, as well as the need for a more flexible system, 

which will allow even more functions, the development of 

Virtual Educational Space (VES) [5, 20] was imminent. 

VES integrates the functions of DeLC in itself, but at the 

same time offers a vast number of additional services, all 

that possible because of the many intelligent components 

that the VES system is built upon. An essential part of VES 

is the number of personal assistants, which ensure users’ 

easy access to space and the services that the system 

provides, regardless of their current location. In this article 

is present referential architecture, which is going to be the 

basis of all personal assistants in the space. 

2. Related work 
 

The development of personal assistants, drastically 

increased its pace in the last few years. Nowadays, almost 

each bigger company owns or develops a personal assistant 

for their clients and employees to use. The personal 

assistants, which are being used and developed, can be 

divided into two main groups: 

A) Assistants for mass use: These are assistants, 

which are intended for the mass client and which offer 

general functionalities. Under this group, there are assistants 

such as: 

• Siri [15] – One of the first and maybe the best-

known personal assistants. Apple develops it, and its 

purpose is to answer the questions, which the user asks. To 

do that, it searches for the question on the Internet and 

returns the answer by using its text to speech library.  

• Google Now [8], LG Voice Mate [4], Cortana [9] 

– These assistants are similar to Siri in their functions but 

are developed by other famous companies (Google, 

Amazon, Microsoft). Each of the four companies is 

continually improving the functionality and skills of their 

assistants.  

2)  Specialized assistants: These are assistants, 

which are specialized to help the users in specific fields. 

Under this group, there are assistants such as: 

• Irma [11] – An assistant specialized to help in the 

movement of his users, by using different sources of 

information to offer suitable services. 
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• CAP [10] – CAP is designed to help users, by 

following events and efficiently managing schedules and 

updating them. 

• Virtual Assistant Guiding Students for College 

applications [12] – An experimental assistant created by 

facilitating an application at Georgia State University, 

assisting prospective students by providing them with 

information about the required document and reminding 

them of essential approaching dates. Thanks to the assistant, 

a 3.3 % increase in successful enrollment students have been 

established. 

• HealthPal [7] – HealthPal is a healthcare assistant, 

enabling the monitoring of the vital signs of the user. 

3. What is VES 
 
VES is a Virtual Education Space built as the Internet 

of Things Ecosystem, with the primary purpose of 

supporting the learning process, by providing a set of 

services for both students and lecturers. 

VES has context-awareness and can detect and 

identify changes as soon as they occur. It is built by 

independent components each of which has a specialized 

task. Irrespective of external factors and subject to change 

regarding the type of training and the user's needs. The most 

important feature of the space is its ability to make decisions 

when necessary. 

For spatial purposes it has been built an Event Model 

[6] that is used by all the components in the space. In fact, 

the whole space is event-oriented and almost every action is 

a reaction to an event or the creation of a new one. 

The Event Mode is defined four major types of events: 

1) System events: Linked with changes in the 

space. 

2) Domain events: Applicable only for the domain 

in use. 

3) Basic events: All activities that do not need 

additional features. 

4) Emergency events: High-priority events 

responding to an emerging danger, that directly 

involves the users. 

4. The referential architecture  

of VES personal assistant 
 

There is a scheme of the referential architecture of an 

assistant, which is shown in figure 1. This architecture is 

supposed to be used by all BDI [14] agents of the space and 

is divided into three layers. 

The first layer is called the “receiver layer”. Its 

purpose is to hold the sources of incoming information. 

Currently, there are two interfaces inside of it: 

 Agent to Sensors communication interface – It 

serves to take in and process the information coming from 

the sensors of the local device, e.g., location, time, date, etc. 

 Agent to Software communication interface – It 

is used for incoming information, from foreign none agent 

systems. Communication is usually done with the RestFul 

service. The incoming information is used as Belief in some 

cases, and in others is transferred to a standard ACL [1] 

message it is then sent to the Logical Core, which processes 

it and decides what to do with it. 

 

 

Figure 1. Referential architecture of PA in VES 
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The second layer is called the “communication 

layer”. It allows the procession of both incoming, and 

outgoing information. For now, it has four components: 

 CCA interface [3] – It ensures connection to the 

CCA. It is used when ambient information is needed. For 

example, when a disabled student needs to reach a specific 

classroom, CCA is going to be asked to find a suitable route 

with ramps, which is going to be of use to the student. 

 Agent to Guards communication interface – It 

helps the personal assistant to communicate with the Guards 

of the space. This type of communication is critical, because 

thanks to it, the PA gets warnings from an agent when 

something of great importance occurs. For example, when 

there is a natural disaster or the room needs to be evacuated. 

The information is transferred to the Logical Core, which 

processes it and decides how to react, based on how it is 

affecting the current user.  

 Agent to Agent communication interface – It 

serves for communication between the rest of the assistants 

and agents in the space. Communication often happens 

between two JADE [2] agents via ACL messages, which 

correspond to the FIPA standard. Since space also includes 

JADEX [13] agents, which by default do not support ACL, 

there is a built-in translator between ACL and JCAL in the 

interface. The latter has a specific library that is 

incorporated explicitly in order to be able to communicate 

with JADEX agents, without needing to stray from the FIPA 

standard. 

 Agent to User communication interface – serves 

for two-way communication between the user and the 

assistant. Communication could either happen in the 

standard way – by the user pressing on the display and the 

assistant visualizing information on the screen. 

Alternatively, by voice commands, exchanged by both 

participants, with the help of Google’s Text to Speech 

library. 

The third layer is called the “middle layer”, and it 

contains all of the internal components, as well as the logical 

core of the assistant: 

 Beliefs – contains information regarding the 

environment, which is divided into two levels: the first level 

is called “standard beliefs” (time, date, location), which are 

used by all assistants with BDI architecture; the second level 

is called “profiled beliefs”, which are oriented towards a 

specific profile and type of the assistant. 

 User profile – contains information regarding the 

user, which is used when making decisions and updating the 

desires, based on changes in the environment. 

 Knowledge base – contains all of the knowledge 

of the assistant. It is divided into three levels. Default sets 

the first level of knowledge, at the moment the assistant is 

created, and it is called “primal knowledge”. The second 

level is acquired after communication with a particular user 

and is used when making decisions with the right approach 

for the said user. It is called “personal knowledge”. 

Knowledge, which is acquired by analysis of plenty of 

personal knowledge, is called “global knowledge” and is 

used by all instances of the personal assistants to make 

decisions, all that allows a constant system self-upgrade. 

 Micro services storage – contains all the services, 

which the personal assistant provides. 

 Desires – contains all desires of the assistant, and 

for their correct definition, the rules of the Event Model are 

used. 

 Event model – contains rules for the model of 

events and a list of different event types. It is used when 

defining desires, as well as setting up an intention, and 

creating a plan for action. 

 Logical core – contains the entire logic of the 

personal assistant. This is the brain of the agent and the place 

where decisions are made when the environment allows the 

fulfilling of the desires. Here, it is decided what will happen 

to all of the information, incoming from the other two layers 

of the assistant and with the logic for self-teaching and 

updating the knowledge base. 

 Clone bay – if the PA needs to complete many 

tasks at the same time and wants to prevent any losses, it can 

clone itself by creating a restricted clone for a specific task. 

The clone only has parts of the architecture of the chief 

assistant, and they depend solely on the task at hand. It starts 

working on the task from the moment it is created. When the 

task has been finished, it sends a report of the actions taken 

and the acquired knowledge to the original agent, after 

which it self-deletes and stops existing. Currently, there are 

not any limitations about the number of clones, which can 

exist at the same time. 

5. Implementations of referential 

architecture 
 

Up to the present moment, two elaborations were 

implemented, which are based on the referential architecture 

described above. The first implementation is named 

Learning Intelligent System for Student Assistance (LISSA) 

[18, 19]. Its purpose is to be used by the students of Plovdiv 

University. The second implementation is oriented towards 

the Independent study students in the Secondary school of 

Brezovo and is named Brezovo’s Learning Interactive 

School System (BLISS). 

A. LISSA 

LISSA’s purpose is to be of help to the study process 

of the students in the Math and Informatics Faculty of 

Plovdiv University. The assistant went through different 

stages of development, and its architecture has been 
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changed many times. As for now, it was settled for the 

following referential architecture. 

There is the life cycle of LISSA, shown on figure 2. It 

is divided into four phases. 

Registration is the first phase of the life cycle and 

serves to create the student’s profile. A series of questions 

are generated, and the student answers the questions 

accordingly. Their profile is created on the base of their 

answers. 

Initialization is the phase, in which the assistant 

creates the student’s calendar with all upcoming events for 

that student, once it has been started. In case that the student 

already has a calendar ready, a copy of it is going to be sent 

to them. All events in the calendar are part of the “desires” 

base of the assistant. 

 

Figure 2. LISSA’s life cycle 

Deliberation phase is the phase for the agent’s 

routine work. Through this phase, it is looking for changes 

in the environment, and when the conditions are right to 

fulfill a specific desire, it starts to transition to the planning 

phase. It is important to point out here, that the interval ε is 

used to determine an event, for which the user is going to be 

notified. 

ε is of enormous significance in the life cycle of the 

assistant because it can be a cause of a deviation from the 

standard Event Model, which the VES space is using. To 

avoid any diversions on the model, this interval is used as 

an early warning, as the values of ε vary, depending on the 

events. In the figure above is shown the moment, in which 

the interval is set according to the current desires 

ε ← calculateInterval (Desires). The earliest warning is 

always prioritized. 

The planning phase is used to create a plan for action 

and execute it. While executing a more extended plan, for 

example when navigating a wheelchair on a precise route, 

the information about the environment is continually being 

updated, and appropriate action is taken in need. 

As it was already mentioned, the goal of the assistant 

is to help students by assuring their access to the virtual 

studying space, regardless of their current location. The 

personal assistant offers the following functions to its user: 

1) A reminder of upcoming events: The assistant 

reminds the user of an exam, a lecture, etc., which is coming 

shortly. Depending on the type of the event, the period of 

the notice can vary. For example, if there is an upcoming 

exam, the assistant gives a notice two weeks before the 

event and keeps reminding every day, so that the student has 

the time needed to prepare. For an upcoming lecture, 

however, the assistant reminds only once, two days before 

the event.  

2) Offers recommended literature to the student: The 

assistant offers the student literature, based on their interests 

and upcoming exams and lectures. The literature is 

introduced in the form of links to electronic textbooks in the 

web, which the student can access via their username and 

password.  

3) Keeps track of the student’s attendance: Whenever 

the student visits a lecture, an exam, or another event, the 

agent automatically notes their attendance. 

4) Navigation to a specific event: It shows the 

location of the event and points a route to it in Google Maps. 

Apart from the general functions mentioned above, the 

assistant can offer different profiles. Each different profile 

is equipped with different hardware sensors that allow the 

assistant to expand its functionality, to maximize its 

usefulness. Currently, the following profiles are being 

supported: 

Standard profile – this is the standard profile, which 

allows only the functions, which are stated above. 

/* Registration */ 
B0 ← get_percept; 
while need_information(Q0, A0) do 

A∑ ← ask_question; 
end-while 
profile ← register(A∑, student_id); 
/* Initialization */ 
Desires ← create_PC(profile, B0); 
B ← B0; 
I ← I0; 
/* Deliberation */ 
while true do 
 percept ← get_percept; 
 B ← update(B, percept); 
 ε ← calculateInterval(Desires); 
 D ← identify_goal(ε, B, Desires); 
 I ← compose_goal(B, D, I); 
 /* Planning */  
  ← plan(B, I, Ac); 
 while not (empty( ) or succeeded(I, B) or impossible(I, B)) 
do 
 α ← head( ); execute(α);  ← tail( ); 

percept ← get_percept; 
B ← update(B, percept); 

if reconsider(I, B) then 
Desires ← update(B, I, Desires); 
if needed then update(profile); 
break;  

end-if 
 end-while 
end-while 
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Handicap profile – this profile is oriented towards 

people, who are partially or fully immobile. Except for the 

standard functions, this one offers partial or full control over 

the wheelchair via voice commands. When it determines a 

route from one place to another, with the help of the CCA 

interface, the agent picks a route, which is suitable for 

wheelchairs and notes the existence of platforms and ramps 

and the condition they are in. This sort of information is 

actualized and updates regularly. 

Visually impaired profile – it is used by people with 

decreased or entirely lost eyesight. To be of use to these 

people, it uses a camera and OCR libraries, which help them 

orientate in the environment. It can show the direction to 

users, who are disorientated and read signs and signboards 

out loud. One of the existing functions is the ability to read 

textbooks and reference books to the student. 

Hearing impaired profile – it is intended for people 

with problems with their hearing apparatus. Like the other 

profiles, this one comes with a few specialized sensors. In 

this case, there are a couple of sensitive microphones, which 

are trying to create a “map” of each of the sounds, 

surrounding the user and to inform them of different events. 

Informing the student happens with the help of vibration of 

the device. There are different types and degrees of 

vibration, depending on the type of the event. For example, 

when a danger from behind is detected, the personal 

assistant is going to start vibrating with maximum intensity, 

to warn the user of the situation. When the assistant detects 

the student’s name with one of the microphones, it will 

vibrate lightly three times, to warn them that somebody has 

said their name, etc. Except for the warnings, the assistant 

writes down all conversations and shows them to the student 

in the form of a text. This is going to prove extremely useful 

during a lecture, which is not accorded to the student’s 

needs. 

Currently, it has been developed a prototype of the 

standard profile, its start screen is on figure 3. 

B. BLISS 

After the short discussion of the problems that the 

teachers in the Middle school of Brezovo are facing, it has 

been decided to develop a multi-agent system, named 

BLISS. It consists of two personal assistants – the first one 

is oriented towards the students and the other one – towards 

the teachers. 

The main problem that the system will have to solve 

is the problematic communication between teachers and 

students, because of the Independent study practice. The 

students decide themselves when and how to study, and in 

case they need help from a teacher, they visit consultations. 

They also go to final exams so that they can graduate 

successfully. It was decided to develop a personal system, 

which consists of two different personal assistants, to ease 

that process. The assistants have the following functions: 

 

Figure 3. A prototype of LISSA’s standard profile 

1) Student Helper (SH): The goal of the assistant is to 

keep the student informed about everything related to the 

study process, including any changes in it. This includes 

notifying about upcoming exams, showing a timetable of the 

consultations for the disciplines, which they have to visit, 

and also possible encouraging of the student to visit these 

consultations, based on their grades from the previous exam 

session.  

2) Teacher Helper (TH): The teacher’s assistant has a 

goal to help the teachers follow the progress and 

communicate with their students. It allows them to send 

messages to a single student or a group of students, to create 

new events (such as an extra exam, lecture, lesson, etc.) for 

particular student or group of students, to send materials for 

different study disciplines, to finish personal reports and 

registers, which are mandatory for each student. 

6. Conclusion 
 

This paper described the initial idea and latest 

development of a student assistant. In the process, it 

expanded to a significant part of VES, and this contributed 

to the creation of reference architecture and the 

development of other assistants. Soon, it is plan to develop 

prototypes for each of the LISSA profiles and BLISS 
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assistants listed used by real users. This is an opportunity for 

testing the prototypes in a real environment. 
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